U.S. GOES TO WAR
IRAQ RETALIATES, BOMBS ISRAEL

By News Editors

Wednesday night the United States and its allies went to war against Iraq, bombing Baghdad at wave after wave of attacks only 17 hours after the U.S. declared an unconditional withdrawal.

The massive air strike was an attempt to quickly destroy all of Iraq's offensive capabilities. According to wire reports from Washington the aim of the attack was to damage Iraq command and control centers, destroy Iraq air defenses, and destroy surface to surface missiles and airfields throughout Iraq.

After five and a half months of diplomatic pressure with Iraq proved unsuccessful, Bush led the U.S. and 27 allied countries into America's first war in a generation. Despite threats of chemical warfare and terrorism and the unstable condition of the Middle East, Bush promised American citizens that this conflict "will not be another Vietnam." The final assessments of the initial raid have not yet been disclosed, however, U.S. officials have reported that three fighter jets did go down. One of those jets was an American, one British and the other Kuwaiti. Iraqi radio has reported that they have shot down 44 allied planes. No exact reports have been available as to the number of casualties on either side.

Locally and nationally the people have been divided over the issue. Demonstrations have been held in both Pullman and Moscow, and in San Francisco over 400 demonstrators were arrested on Thursday during a large protest.

Late Thursday afternoon, Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein invaded Israel, a move that was anticipated and expected but not believed to be possible. The Iraqi-stud missiles were fired from mobile launchers and were reported by the Pentagon to have contained some nerve gas.

Eight to ten missiles were fired upon Israel, two striking Tel Aviv, one striking Hifa, and the remaining missiles landing in unpopulated or unknown areas. Gas masks were immediately applied by all Israeli citizens and journalists, as warning sirens rang and every precaution was taken to ensure safety.

Damage reports issued by the
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War impacts UI students

By NARESH BARTLETT News Editor

Less than two days after Operation Desert Storm has begun, University of Idaho students are already beginning to feel the effects of this hostile maneuver. However, some students have been personally affected and are on alert long before the Tuesday deadline.

Included in this group are the military reserve personnel which have already been activated, or who are currently on call to leave for the Middle East. According to UI Veterans Adviser John Sawyer, there are approximately 26 UI reserve students who have been called to active duty.

Several UI students have had face-to-face with UI students who have been called to active duty, and I suspect that five to eight more were called over break," Sawyer said.

Having talked with family and friends of many UI students who are presently in the Middle East, Sawyer commented that a lot of them are close to the front lines. One student in particular was located 30 miles from the Kuwait border.

Sawyer estimated the number of reserve students remaining on the UI campus to be at least 70, possibly up to 120. He also said there were three regional units which had been mobilized, including a Marine fire-fighting unit from Clarkston and a Marine Corps tank unit from Reno which are already in the gulf area, as well as a Spokane Marine Corps artillery unit that recently departed.

UI student Peter Spaulding, a member of a Spokane-based Marine Corps artillery unit, left for North Carolina Monday evening where he will train for two weeks before leaving for
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Student Counseling Center offers career plans/options

By RUSSELL WADDOSE

For a student, deciding upon a career goal may be the toughest task he or she may face. To aid in this task, the University of Idaho has a student counseling center which is geared toward helping students acquire the skills necessary to make the right choices and decisions toward their careers. In order to develop these skills, the Student Counseling Center offers a variety of services including orientation on selecting a career goal, group interpretation of the strong interest inventory, a workshop on choosing a major, "Discover," planning a program, and individual counseling.

The orientation to selecting a career goal consists of a one hour presentation outlining the careeraetermination making process. It also gives the student a variety of options for assistance available at the university. This session is held Mondays at 8:30 p.m. and Thursdays at 2:30 p.m.

Human Rights/MLK Day Celebrated

By DAVID JOHNSON

A commemoration and celebration in honor of Martin Luther King Jr. will be held at the First United Methodist Church of Moscow. The event is one of many being held during the final two weeks of January in honor of Human Rights/Martin Luther King Jr.

The commemoration will feature several speakers and singers, including performances by the Washington State University African-American Student Choir and vocalist Wes Baker. An address by professor and educator Nathan Rustin will also be given.

Rustin, nationally recognized for his extensive work in journalism and education, is presently a communications professor at Springfield Technical Community College. He is also involved in writing, producing television commercials and is a television news consultant.

In the past, Rustin has been the news editor for NBC news, assignment editor for ABC news, producer for WNEW TV news, New York City, and also for WRCV TV news in Philadelphia. He has written more than twenty books including A Battle Against Racism in addition to producing numerous films and videos. Rustin has lectured at colleges and universities throughout the nation.

The group interpretation of the strong interest inventory is one of the options a student may take at a registration meeting. In this, a student may go to the counseling center, take the inventory and then sign up for a group interpretation. This service is offered Wednesdays at 2:30 p.m. and Thursdays and Fridays at 1:30 p.m.

The workshop on choosing a major features two sessions to assist students in selecting a major which best suits them. Times for the workshop are to be announced.

"Discover" is a computer-based planning program which helps students learn more about themselves. You can be official in aiding a student in deciding what occupations to explore as possible careers. "Discover" is available for use by appointment from 8:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. daily.

Counselors are also available for one-on-one counseling sessions with students or their spouses. Due to heavy demand, a waiting list has been set up in order to see counselors.
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SIMKO ROCKS THE VANDAL CAFE. ASUJY Promotions presents Matt Simko, acoustic guitarist. This Coffeehouse presentation begins at 8:00 p.m. and is free to the public.

PLEDGE OF RESISTANCE TO MEET. The Moscow-Pullman chapter of the Pledge of Resistance will meet to discuss the actions to oppose war in the Middle East, including peaceful protest, non-violent direct action, and nondirect action. Koinonia House in Pullman, 720 Thetana St., 7:30 p.m.

CANDLETIQUE VIGIL PROMOTES PEACE. Local community members are invited to attend this peaceful demonstration to be held outside the Moscow Community Center at 5:00 p.m.

FUTBALL BANQUET HELD AT UNI. The UI football dinner will be held Saturday 7:30 p.m. at the University Inn.

PROTEST MARCH HELD ON PALOUSE. A Pullman-to-Moscow march to demonstrate local feelings about the Gulf crisis and U.S. policies is being organized. The march will form from the campus at 12:00 p.m. It will end Saturday in Pullman at the corner of Main and Grand at 10:30 a.m. and wind up at Palouse Empire Mall parking lot. University Inn entrance. From there, organizers plan to move to a rally at Friendship Square with speakers. (Peaceful march only. Rally between 2 p.m. and 3 p.m., approximately.) Transportation to Pullman will be available; those who are interested should meet in the Palouse Empire Mall Resersea parking lot at 10:15 a.m.

FREE DANCE AT COMMUNITY CENTER. A CAVMHI sponsored dance will be held Saturday evening. The purpose is to "be aware and be together." Live music will be performed by The Big I Am and 94 Edwards.

TOURS AVAILABLE AT THE LIBRARY. Students are invited to come to the library on Wednesdays in January at 3:30 p.m. for a tour and/or demonstration of various computers used in the library. Come to the Information Office on the first floor to begin your tour.

NO SCHOOL MONDAY—HUMAN RIGHTS DAY. The 1990 Idaho Legislature amended Idaho Code which added Martin Luther King Jr. Day as an official state holiday to be observed on the third Monday in January. Thus Monday the university will be closed and classes will not meet in observance of the holiday.

UI seniors receive honors and awards at alumni banquet

The University of Idaho Alumni Association recently honored 61 seniors who have maintained outstanding academic records during their years at the university.


---
"We believe peace cannot be achieved by force."

—Students For Peace

By ANDREA VOLG News Editor

"We believe peace cannot be achieved through diplomacy, not warfare. And, that peace must be given in order for sincere diplomacy to work. This has become the statement of interest for the University of Idaho students who pulled together on Friday and established a new organization, "Students For Peace."

The anti-war group set up committees and exchanged ideas as they shared concerns and suggestions for peaceful demonstrations, candlelight vigils, street theater productions, publications and other channels of awareness.

The group established a set of resolutions to represent their views.

> WAR on page 1

Israeli government stated that the southern part of Tel Aviv had been struck by the Israeli missiles. The neighborhood that was bombed was an area occupied mostly by elderly people and laborers. Six to seven injuries and considerable property damage was reported.

The fear now is that Israel will retaliate against Iraq, after the military equation that is now present, with a new level of coalition. Israel has said that it will retaliate, and many of the Arab countries have also said that a military response from Israel will result in the leaving the coalition, an action that would severely damage U.N. efforts in the area.

Early Thursday evening, Israeli Ambassador to the U.S. Zalman Shoval, made a press appearance to provide information on Israeli's intentions.

Shoval did not give specific details on further action, but did say that "Israel reserves the right to respond in any way it seems fit."

As of 10:00p.m. last night there had been no news, and it had been confirmed that the missiles which bombed Israel did not contain chemical weapons.

> MLK on page 2

response was overwhelming. "It was standing room only last year and we expect to have the same type of response this year," Walleben said.

He added that this year's commemoration is especially pertinent with all the racial problems America has experienced in the previous year.

Thirty musicians and four instrumentalists make up the African-American Student, under the direction of Charles and Melissa Hill, hymns will be sung and readings of Martin Luther King Jr. will also be included during the commemoration. All offerings will be taken and the money will be given to the University of Idaho's minority scholarship fund.

The commemoration and celebration at the First United Methodist Church of Moscow is scheduled for 7 p.m. Monday.

> TEACH-IN on page 1

tions, very often with the sole support of the United States," Spence said.

"Unlike that moral position is taken in all cases, it's not a moral position, it's hypocrisy," he said.

Another concern addressed by the panel was the long-term situation which would result to be tackled by the United States.

"We can't just have a country to pray and then go away," Spence said.

According to Donald Kees, a local columnist and major in the Army Reserve, if the more than 50 percent of Iraq's military is disabled, the U.S. may have to occupy Iraq to keep its neighboring countries from taking to take over.

Whether or not such a lengthy occupation is necessary, 75 percent of Iraq's army to be instead to provide the needed support to troops remaining in the country.

According to Kees, six months is the maximum time a soldier can effectively serve in desert conditions — and combat situations even that time estimate.

"We're going to have to start rotating units," Kees said. However, he said, since there will be more units to send.

According to Kees, it would take three to four months be the time a draft was instated and when troops from the draft could be instead for combat.

If U.S. troops are to stay in the Middle East, for any significant amount of time a draft surely be necessary.

> IMPACT on page 1

Saudi Arabia.

"I am worried, but I signed on the dotted line, and I am committed to go," Spence said. The families of reserve members have also been affected by the utilization of these troops, including many U.S. students who have parents, brothers and sisters, and even spouses that have been activated.

Shalem Coo, a senior from Albany, Ore., is experiencing first hand the feelings of pride and anxiety that most of us are experiencing only secondarily.

"I value, Susan Kopecky, a consultant for a reserve registration firm in Portland, and has tentatively been scheduled for an early February departure.

"She has been assigned to a Saudi host country, but we have no idea which one," Coo said. UI student Andrew Moore, a member of the Marine Corps based in Spokane, recently departed leaving behind his wife of five months.

"It is really strange not knowing how to feel...it's all up in the air," Michele Moore said.

Reserve Officer Training Corps students would also appear to be next to line to go to battle, but according to Army Captin Doug Robichaud, of 1st Bn. 7th Marine Corps, not all ROTC members will be called, as long as they are in school, and even after graduation they will have to complete six to eight months of army-type schooling.

"Normal ROTC students won't be affected in the near future," Todd Penson, a Novel Corp. member said. "Even those who graduate will have to complete some sort of schooling before they will receive a commission."

Welcome Back Students!

Now has Live Music Tuesday as Well as Wednesday Through Saturday

112 N. Main

Hours: 3:00 - 2:30

883-0132
As the editor of this paper, I now face a situation which some editors across the nation may embrace, while others may avoid — formulating and backing opinions now and in the future.

When I wrote the editorial which appeared in Tuesday's issue, I had no idea I would be POSTMASTER. The news was just announced.

If I, a 22-year-old nobody like the rest of you, can go out and break up all this fear of war with an editorial concerning the great things Martin Luther King Jr. accomplished prior to his assassination, unfortunately that editorials will have to wait.

In my editorial Tuesday, I expressed (as best I could) my feelings towards the crisis. I want peace as much as the next person, and I don't feel war is a nation, did everything we could to avert this war.

It seems, though, that President Bush feels we did. In his address to the nation Wednesday night, he stated, "Now, the 28 countries with forces in the Gulf area have exhausted all reasonable efforts to reach a peaceful resolution. We have no choice but to drive Saddam from Kuwait by force."

Unfortunately, we did not. Either the American people were not told the whole story, or Bush knew something we did not.

But why dwell over something like peace gestures now? We are at war, and our main objective should be a swift victory with as little American and allied forces blood spilled as possible. This appears to be happening as of Wednesday night. Americans and allied forces have directed a massive (and highly successful) air assault against Iraqi military targets and lost a total of three jets. Pretty good odds.

As I previously said, this is an interesting time for editors. I now personally believe that President Bush feels he is doing the right thing with his decision to use force, despite my constant prayers for peace. The propaganda may be true, this is the only way to behave the crisis.

On the other hand, I also sympathize with the thousands of protesters and their constant pleading for peace. I know, I seem to be "riding the fence" on this issue, and that's true. But as long as we could completely back the war or to denounce my own government. It is something I find impossible to do.

— Russ Biggane

---

**Bad parking situation, drivers plague Moscow**

So you are back for another round of mid-year car-pooling, character-building activities. You grab your blessings and while you're at it, I'm going to throw out a tad of wisdom to you. Because, you know, we go about this semester.

First thing you need to know is about the parking situation you have to make the choice between two evils. Either you buy a one-time parking permit, which is over-sold in comparison with the amount of parking available, or you break out those legs and walk to campus everyday. I know that doesn't sound promising, especially on those Monday morning classes when you sleep through the alarm. Yet if I can do it, so can the rest of you.

Next, make sure you have an identification card issued by the school. As strange as it sounds I know a handful of people who still haven't managed to score one. Life on campus is much easier with one of those neat plastic, chewy cards, and we all look so good in that picture. Do like I did, and get all made out a year to keep up with your rotisserie seasonal looks. A spring photo is

*Please see MILAM page 5*
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**OPINION**
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**Riding the fence’ when it comes to Gulf war**

---

**Bad parking situation, drivers plague Moscow**

---

**Draft will be detrimental**

**Editor:**

If you are sure that the draft is a question of when, not if, how come the only place you ever hear about the draft is on campus?

During the holiday break, I promised myself that I'd come back with a great understanding of the tragedy unfolding in the Middle East. So, I watched CNN often, read the newspaper (not just the comics), and even went to the library to read news magazine, not just the latest Rolling Stone interview with Slash. In all that information, I think I saw two or three articles on the draft — small articles. Indeed, I saw a story on Clarennda on CNN, but not a thing on the draft. I was in the middle of a huge story? I doubt it. Considering the circumstances, it's understandable to be aware and concerned, but to say the draft is a sure thing is a pretty big assumption.

The small amount I read on the draft built cases against it. The main problem with reinstating the draft is this: It will most defi-

---

**LETTERS**

---

**Do not expect peace seekers to support war effort**

**Editor:**

I am writing this letter in response to Russ Biggane's article "Despise Opinions, Americans Should Be Willing to Fight" which was presented in the Argonaut on Jan. 15, 1991.

As an American, I feel that one of the fundamental values of our society is the freedom of opinion. If we lived in a country such as the Soviet Union, China or Cuba, we would have no choice but to stand behind our leader and say, "Yes Mr. President, we will fight your war without question." This is not the case and peace seekers are now concerned about the actions taken by the President.

*Please see PEACE page 5*
Inmate seeks correspondence

Editor:

Firstly, I am a convict in the Arizona State Prison here in Florence, Arizona. To explain my situation would be very difficult to do at this time. I shall not try to justify my past actions for they were done in utter confusion, but please be assured that I am not innocent of the past remarks that brought me to this hallowed walls. It would be weak to give up and surrender, I shall defeat this monstrosity.

Thirteen reasons of myself:

1. I have never killed anyone.
2. I have never stealed anything.
3. I do not smoke, I do not drink.
4. I do not have a disease.
5. I do not have a weapon.
6. I do not have a drug.
7. I do not have a weapon.
8. I do not have a weapon.
9. I do not have a weapon.
10. I do not have a weapon.
11. I do not have a weapon.
12. I do not have a weapon.
13. I do not have a weapon.

Frankly, I would like to correspond with people. My letters shall be of a friendly nature, for I seek only friendship with people from outside these gray walls.

Thank you.

—Billy J. Gause
Arizona State Prison
P.O. Box 38389
Florence, Arizona 85233
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much better than that hang-over, feeling sunburnt photo from September.

Prepare yourself and those around you for the daily hassle of bad driving and half-baked people. It would not feel like another normal day if some fool did not drive slow out to the mall, or if I did not have to wait in line for a long time for something simple. It is a good dose of stupidity and simplicity everyday. Just wait, you will understand what I mean.

Remember this as well, the best place to watch a movie is at the Micro, the best bloody, tasty is passed at the Garden and turn in your late library books because there are people who need them to write those hallifish tern papers.

Have plenty of patience at the library, carry the correct change, and do not eat at the Wallace Complex Cafeteria, eat at Hillio's instead. Buy all your music from Backtrack Records on Main Street. Avoid downtown Moscow as much as possible, pay all parking tickets on time, and retain a good lawyer. Do not ride your bike at night without a light, you will get busted, slow the snow off your sidewalk and lock up your car. Someone is out there looking for a new stereo, and do not set down the expensive chemistry book at the SFR because someone will take that as well.

Do not go to the New Kids concert, burn your Wilson Phillips album, and drive to watch Phoebe Snow on MTV. Buy a Bart Simpson T-shirt, go to ignition gigs. Learn in KLUE or nothing at all. Buy your books, all of them, go to class, stay up late and drink some of your money, take up writing, poetry and be lazy, all the time. If you can get all this together then you are on your way to a bright and healthy tomorrow. Oh yes, and do not forget to read your Argonaut. I am, every single issue. If you miss one then who knows what will happen. You could miss out on the newest of the universe or just me rambling along and think the idea is good. I can feel it in my vein.

> PEACE \(\text{in page} \ 4\)

Many of us are worried that there could be a draft reinstated, and that anyone born in 1971 had better start praying that their number does not come up.

Russ, we now live in a democracy in which the service with the armed services is currently voluntary. If you feel that you have to prove yourself as an American, go ahead and sign up to fight. I am sure that the Armed Services will gladly take you. It is up to Congress to reinstate the draft; not the President. As a free loving American citizen, I would urge everyone to write to their Senators and Congressman and tell them not to vote without according to the opinions of the American people. It is in my opinion, every American's duty to take civil action and let their voices be heard.

Next Thursday night, Sama, Symons and Crag will be at the City Hall at 6:30 p.m. I urge everyone to show up and voice their viewpoints.

—Matt Ferman

Argonaut Letter Policy

The Argonaut will accept letters to the editor until noon on the day prior to publication. They must be no less than double-spaced typed pages in length. For subjects requiring greater exposition, arrangements may be made with the editor.

Letters must be signed in full and include the name, address, student identification number, and major of the writer. For multiple-authored letters, the above information will be required for each writer. Proof of identity will be required for submission. Letters edited by the editor will be returned unless confirmation of authorship is made. Names of writers will not be withheld.

Letters may be edited for length, mechanical errors and spelling errors. The Argonaut reserves the right to refuse to publish any letter.
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LaRocco speaks in support of sanctions

By KIM MARTINELL
Staff Writer

Some 500 Palouse residents gathered Monday to meet with Rep. Larry LaRocco, D-ID, to discuss the Persian Gulf crisis Monday night. The highly emotional "town meeting" was marked with tears and outbursts.

LaRocco was among the minority in the U.S. Congress who did not vote for a resolution supporting President George Bush in using force if necessary in the Persian Gulf. LaRocco did support giving economic sanctions against Iraq more time to work. The majority of those attending the town meeting expressed their support of his stand on the issue.

Some 60 Palouse residents took turns at the microphone voicing their concerns against war. Questions such as, "Will I be drafted? Will this be another Vietnam war? Is this blood for oil?" were asked. Some said "rich man's war" were heard.

"President Bush has the authority to declare war as a representative of the American people, yet less than 50 percent of Americans voted and of those who did vote, only 4% voted for Bush," Scott VanDusen, a Philosophy/Political Science student at the University of Idaho said. "Which means that less than one out of four Americans voted for him (Bush). This is not democracy."

Emotions ran high as several people expressed their anger and fear towards the Middle East crisis. The mother of an 11-year-old girl read a letter her daughter wrote stating her disappointment that the Jan. 15 deadline fell on Martin Luther King Jr. 's birthday, which she said should be "a day of peace, not war." She said.

A Washington State University Arabic-American student expressed her concern of being incarcerated by the FBI because of her nationality and questioned how the government would protect people like herself from epidemics. "Having lived through the Vietnam era, I am very concerned," she said. "When I hear the words 'short, quick war because it's the same rhetoric I heard when I was a college student, yet that conflict lasted years," said Jane Frickert, a lecturer in the UI Department of Communication.

"I wish our country would utilize resources seeking mediation and conflict resolution in troubled areas of the world rather than wars that kill our kids," she said. "I have a son who's 17 and a daughter who's 15, I don't want to leave them a legacy that Vietnam left my generation."

Almost 300 people at the meeting signed a petition to President Bush asking him to enforce economic sanctions against Iraq for at least a year before using military force.

Amos Yoder, a UI political science professor, circulated the petition intended to be sent by facsimile to LaRocco's Washington office for delivery to the White House.

Not all citizens spoke in support of LaRocco's stand.

"The consequences of war are very real, real consequences," said Bart Wilcox, UI student who's father is a career Army recruiter. "My fear is that if we rely on economic sanctions, the time they would need to work, Saddam would have enough time to gain nuclear capabilities and be able to destroy Israel in a matter of minutes."

Wilcox said it is the civilians who will suffer with imposed sanctions, not military personnel.

"The military will always be fed," Wilcox said. "I support the use of military force to achieve our ultimate goal, to get Iraq out of Kuwait. Our failure is to understand Arabs."
Performance to be best of season

By SARA-JAYNE PARSONS
Staff Writer

The Washington Idaho Symphony, under the direction of Peter Van De Graaf, will present the concert of the season Sunday at 3 p.m. in the Lewiston High School Auditorium, with a second performance Monday at 8 p.m. in the University of Idaho Auditorium.

The concert will be titled "The Sound of Music," and will feature Ken Leeman, the classical guitar star of the season's Sunday concert at 3 p.m. in the Lewiston High School Auditorium.

The concert will feature a variety of music from the stage and screen, including works by Mozart, Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, and Rachmaninoff. The program will begin with a performance of Mozart's Symphony No. 40 in G Minor, K. 550

The main attraction of the concert will be the performance of the popular operatic theme from "The Sound of Music," "My Favorite Things." Leeman will be accompanied by the soloists of the orchestra and the chorus of the University of Idaho.

Leeman has been praised for his technical virtuosity and his ability to convey the character of each composition through his playing. He is a member of the prestigious Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center and has performed with many of the world's leading orchestras.

The Washington Idaho Symphony is known for its high-quality programming and its commitment to bringing music to the people of Idaho. The concert will be a wonderful opportunity to experience the beauty and power of music, and to witness the skills of one of the greatest guitarists of our time.

Simpsons rank among the best in television

By TRENT YOUNG
Staff Writer

The owls are not what they seem, and neither were last year's television offerings. Although some shows managed to make a splash, the majority of them quickly went by the wayside, leaving audiences longing for the days of yesteryear.

However, this year promises to be a different story. With the return of classic hits like "The Simpsons," "Seinfeld," and "Friends," and the rise of new favorites like "The Office," "The Big Bang Theory," and "Breaking Bad," there is no shortage of options to choose from.

"The Simpsons" is one of the longest-running and most beloved shows in television history. Its humor is as fresh as ever, and its ability to tackle current events and political issues with a satirical twist is as sharp as ever.

"Seinfeld" is another classic that has stood the test of time. Its ensemble cast and their interactions with each other are a joy to watch, and the show's timeless themes of friendship and personal growth continue to resonate with audiences today.

And then there's "Breaking Bad," a show that defies expectations and challenges the very notion of what a television series can be. Its dark and gritty style, combined with its skilled performances and expert writing, has earned it critical acclaim and a devoted following.

These are just a few of the many shows that make up the landscape of television today. With so much to choose from, there's no better time to join in on the fun and explore what the medium has to offer.
Radio contest to award $500

By PATRICK J. TRAPP ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

The American Radio Theater out of California is holding a national competition for radio writers. Now in its 8th year, the competition is held in a means of encouraging new established and budding writers to create work for the radio theater medium and to bring them in learning the necessary skills. "Writing for the Audio medium may be one of the most challenging things a writer can attempt," said American Radio Theater President Eugene Shaw in announcing the organization’s 1991 Radio Script Writing Competition. "You must depend on your personal ability to create pictures with word and sound in the minds of your audience." An entry is given to the entry making the most imaginative use of the medium. The winning entry is also produced as part of the A.R.T. Presents anthology series, which is made available to non-commercial radio stations. "This is a Kale, Music Director of KDUX in Moscow, plans to make an entry. "I’m working on a tape titled "Hippies vs. Car," said Cook. "It’s kind of an experimental talk forum, complete with a lot of noise from the fall 90 semester."

Drummers are available at the Aragona or Kootenai County Task Force offices in the third floor of the JUB. Deadline for entries is June 30.
Montana outlasts Idaho 67-62

By MATT LAWREN Sports Editor

Idaho enjoyed two victories on "the road" as the clutch free throw shooting by Clifford Mar- 
ning last week. While Martin left a game this week the Vandal's 
were the best in the league in the second half for a 
"12 victory.

Montana, however, had an offensive effort from the free 
line. The Grizzlies made 16-27 free throws and 
converted 6-9 in the last three 
minutes. 

"If the free throws won't they in their favor and the final 
were five points," Idaho 
coach Larry Kennedy said. 
"It's just too bad that we had all 
out opportunities and didn't 
do it.

Montana and Idaho battled a "wet game" that left both 
teams with subdued shooting performances. Ed- 
tionally by ESPN. Idaho shot 
for-70 (36.7 percent) while the 
Grizzlies converted 21-of-53 
shots for 39.6 percent.

Montana's physical play 
paid off as they controlled the 
defensive glass with 13 offensive 
rebounds in the first half and 50 
total boards in the game. Idaho 
finished, with 40 rebounds as 
Keith Stewart and Sammie Free-

man each had 10 boards. 

"I told my team before the 
game the team that wins the 
rebouned column will win the 
game," Kennedy said.

Stewart's rebounding was the 
only thing impressive about his 
performance. The junior center 
and 10 field goals and converted 
3-4 free throws for a total of 
three points (10 below his 
average).

Kevin Kasner was the differ- 
ence in the Grizzlies as he scored 
16 points, including 10 in the add 
end half, and made six quick field 
goals to start the second half. 

The first half was back 
forth as both teams struggled 
from the floor (Grizzlies 13-29, 
Montana 10-33), and neither team had 
more than a three-point lead 
before the Grizzlies took a 29-27 
lead at the intermission. 

Idaho and Montana combined for 
21 turnovers in the first half 
and the Grizzlies had nine issues 
to 10 for the Vandals. 

The battle to gain an extensive 
lead continued in the second half 
as both teams stayed within four 
points of each other until the 
Grizzlies began to pull away with 
7:31 left in the game. 

After Idaho pulled within one 
point at 54-53 with 9:29 left, Mon- 
tana went on 17-3 run to gain 
their biggest lead of the game at 
59-49 with 6:11 to play. 

The Vandals tried to rally on 
the inside and shooting woes continued at the 
end of the game. 

Three point shooting was the 
only factor that kept Idaho close 
as they made seven shots beyond 
the three point line and made six 
of their first 11 attempts. 

Guard Calvin Ward made 
three of the long range bombs 
and finished with a team high 14 
points. 

Freeman had one of his most 
impessive efforts of the season 
and continued his comeback 
from a mid-season slump. The 
senior forward had 15 points to 
with his 10 rebounds.

Chris Smolen started in place of 
the departed Martin and finished 
the game with nine points and 
five blocks while showing con-
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$2.00 OFF
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GAMBINOS
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2 for 1

Pickup or Delivery

MARCH for Peace
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Where: Main & Grand in Pullman to friendship With Idaho Mont.
When: Starting at 10:30 am and ending 1:45 pm with music & speeches.
Information: 882-3994
Give Peace a Dance
8:30 pm Jan 19th
at Moscow Community Center
Featuring: THE BIG I AM & 84 EDWARDS

Free Admission

Mingles

SWEATSHIRT

IT'S NO SECRET

ARGONAUT CLASSIFIED WORK!
Call 885-7825
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Martin leaves team

By CHRISTOPHER GATAWOOD
Staff Writer

The University of Idaho had little time to celebrate last 
week's impressive upset win because Tuesday's Van-
dal basketball team received a 
shocking blow.

Starting forward Cliff Martin 
was dismissed for the 
remainder of the season 
and because of a concerning grade 
problem. Martin, a 6-8, 220 
pound senior from Montog-
meny, Alabama, was the Vandal 
third leading scorer at 11.4 
points per game and second 
leading rebounder at 6.9. But it 
was the free throw line 
where Martin really excelled, 
making 30 out of his last 32 
and shooting 79 percent for 
season. His free throw 
shooting was instrumental in 
the Vanudal road win over 
Idaho State and Weber State. 
He totalled both the Universi-
ities decisions; Vandals Athletic 
Director Gary Hunter said. "I 
and did what was best for 
Cliff." 

Martin was unavailable for 
comment.

An unnamed source told 
the Argonaut that Martin's 
problem started last spring when he was placed on academic probation by the 
university. This past fall Mar-

Martin needed to bring his grade 
up to a 2.0 in order to continue 
to play basketball. Martin took 
an accelerated course at Lewis-Clark State College the 
received an A in the class that 
would have made him eligible 
by NCAA and Big Sky stand-
dards, but Idaho would not 
allow the course to count 
because it was taken after the 
semester and was not an upper 
division class. 

The source also said under 
NCAA rules that an athlete's 
junior college grades can count in the total GPA. Martin 
was a junior college transfer 
and his IC grades would have 
made him eligible but Idaho 
only allows their courses to count.

Idaho will allow Martin to 
remain on scholarship while he 
finishes his education. 

Without free throws and 
jump shots won't matter in the 
long run," the source said. "What this does is get 
his degree."
TRI-STATE
IDAHO'S MOST INTERESTING STORE

Shoe EXTRAVAGANZA 1991

ONCE AGAIN OUR SHOE BUYER, DOUG SCHMIDT, HAS
PUT TOGETHER AN EXCEPTIONAL SELECTION OF TOP
QUALITY SHOES AT BARGAIN BASEMENT PRICES!!!

Men's sizes

AVIA 638 Lightweight leather and
almost white collar. Reg. 40.95 34

SPIDER-ARC® technology for
extra cushioning. Reg. 40.95 45

SPIDER-ARC® and light
weight upper. Reg. 40.95 48

Optimum performance shoe, compression midsole. Reg. 40.95 62

AVIA 679

AVIA 684

AVIA 888

AVIA

Women's sizes

CONQUEST

Lightweight leather and
almost white collar. Reg. 40.95 36

Soft leather high top court
shoe. Reg. 40.95 38

Lightweight high top with
central mesh. Reg. 40.95 52

Supportive court shoe
available in two colors. Reg. 40.95 59

CONQUEST GEL CO-OP

Competitive court shoe with
extra cushioning. Reg. 40.95 59

Men's sizes

AVIA 1392 Multi-purpose shoe for sport
or conditioning. Reg. 38.95 45

Men's sizes

AVIA 1380 Comfortable, supportive
leather mid-high. Reg. 94.95 59

CXT MID

CXT ULTRA

Premium quality leather mid-
cut trainer. Reg. 94.95 66

Men's & women's

AVIA 1300 Multi-purpose shoe for sport
or conditioning. Reg. 38.95 45

AVIA 1300 Comfortable, stable shoes for
athletes. Reg. 94.95 55

CXT MID

CXT ULTRA

Premium quality leather mid-
cut trainer. Reg. 94.95 66

Cross Training Shoes

Women's sizes

REEBOK

BRITTANY

Very popular low-cut leather
lifestyle shoe. Reg. 45.95 34

REEBOK

5000

Well-fitting sport shoe for
leisure or active use. Reg. 45.95 34

REEBOK

REWARD LOW

Soft garment leather sport
shoe. Reg. 95.95 41

REEBOK

REWARD MID

Added support to soft
garment leather shoe. Reg. 95.95 41

REEBOK

CXT LOW

For the fitness minded this is
it. Reg. 44.95 51

Aerobics Shoes You'll Love

Women's sizes

REEBOK

REEBOK

REEBOK

REEBOK

REEBOK

REEBOK

Prices Effective
Jan. 16-22

1104 Pullman Road, Moscow 882-4555
Open Daily Mon.-Fri. 9am-9pm; Sat. 9am-7pm; Sun. 10am-6pm

All items similar to illustrations. Limited To stock on hand.
NCAA makes progress with new rule changes

By CHRISTOPHER GATEWOOD
OPINION

You better keep one eye open when you sleep at night because somebody could be watching. Not the big brother from George Orwell's novel, 1984 (although one could argue that corporations have really grown to be about as consistent as Ophra Jay and Bob Ross), but that the NCAA might have finally taken a step in the right direction in terms of trying to slow the NCAA juggernaut down.

In the past, the committee has sliced and diced the rules so fine that Supermac's x-ray vision couldn't detect a gnat, but other matters worse than the NCAA rule book is so ridiculous it might as well be written in braille because nobody understands it. It is impossible for an intelligent human being to understand a book which has more regulations than an income tax form.

But this year the committee took a butcher knife and went after the problem. Let's take a look at each of the rule changes:

**Proposal 40** — This will cut all Division I scholarships by 10 percent, which means Div. I football programs will go from 95 to 85 scholarships and basketball programs will from 15 to 13 scholarships. Of course all the big schools are crying a river (well on white I get my violins)

University of Miami athletic director Doug Johnson told the Palm Beach Post the Hurricanes will have to struggle to keep their level of excellence. I feel sorry for them. I don't think Miami has won enough games in the past.

Cutting scholarships by 10 will force freshmen to play, bring more parity to college football and keep the dead weight from making 20 trips to the training table.

In basketball this shouldn't make much of a difference either. Most major college programs only play eight, maybe nine guys in their lineup. The rest spend four years of their lives being warmed-up All-Americans.

This will also make smaller schools such as Idaho get a little closer to the monsters. Some of those 10 percent might become Vanhalls.

**Proposal 38** — Cutting practice to a maximum of 20 hours a week. I couldn't agree more with this change. Athletes spend entirely too much time in films and meetings. Many coaches say you can't enforce the rule unless you hire a babysitter, but Idaho Athletic Director Gary Hunter also agreed with this wholesale saying with good faith, coaches will comply with this rule.

**Proposal 101** — Changing the number of spring practices from 15 to 20. This rule change is the only one I don't agree with and it's an absolute farce. Players are already exploited and should be paid for the work they do. Spring should be a time when players relax and try to bring up their grades. After the fall semester many football players grades are lower than sea level and need a chance to bring them up. Spring practice should be shortened, if anything. After a long, brutal season the last thing a player needs is more punishment when the leaves start turning green. Athletes should spend the time lining weights and building their bodies up not breaking them down.

All in all my opinion of the NCAA's rules committee has changed somewhat. The committee has shown they are willing to make some major changes. Of course the large schools are still frustrated that smaller Division I schools like Georgetown with no football programs get a vote. Somebody has to keep the NCAA pinball from turning into King Kong.

Hunter said this convention was called the reform convention and that next year's will be called the academic's convention. With another effort like this next year maybe we can finally define the term student-athlete.

Lady Vandals look to continue winning streak on road

BY TOM BITHELL

The Lady Vandals head into a big week of Big Sky Conference play this Friday and Saturday in the heart of the conference. Idaho is in the University and Weber State University.

Currently the University of Idaho women's team (9-4, 2-2) is tied with BLU, Weber State and Eastern Washington University in the league standings.

Idaho fell to 3-2 in the conference and lost for the second straight year. The seven losses is the most the Vandals have had since the 1987-88 season when Idaho dropped 11 contests under Tim Floyd.

Weber State is in third place in the league with one loss under Gary (Whitey) Kuehlthau.

Turner will likely start Peter- son and Karinie Edwards at guard, Herbie DePong and Brenda Esthembnik at forward and Krista Smith at the center, while using Kelly Moeller off the bench.

However, if Idaho can stop both teams inside they should have no problem at the point. Both senior Sherry Peterson has played tough defense all year. Peterson currently leads the league in assists with 76 and assists with 50.